A study was conducted to see what specific programs have been developed for employee career planning and development in order to help organizations interested in establishing career development programs learn what other organizations are doing, what types of programs are in effect and how they are managed. The study was based upon information derived from interviews, the literature, and questionnaires sent to twenty-seven corporations. Summaries of the information derived from the data collected is presented according to an alphabetical listing of the corporations, among them AT&T, General Electric, IBM, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 3M Corporation, Naval Weapons Center, and Union Carbide Corporation. It was concluded that (1) there are few organized and centralized career development programs in effect; (2) many companies are currently in the process of developing such programs; (3) there is much to be done if the goals of the organization and the individual are to be meshed and obtained; and (4) skills banks and job postings should be tied in with career development to develop skills needed by certain employees in terms of development for manpower requirements. Extensive recommendations are made on the basis of the study, and implications of coordinated human resources development programs are discussed. (Appendixes contain other programs of interest and the questionnaire used in the study.) (TA)
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

In recent years interest has been growing and there has been an increasing volume of writings about the "quality of life." There has been an emphasis in research, in literature and in the popular media regarding personal satisfaction, self-actualization and the intrinsic rewards of one's occupational life.

Business and industry have felt the thrust of employees' needs for satisfying jobs, for recognition and for feelings of accomplishment. The business community has begun to recognize that is is the human factor which is its greatest asset. In most companies, the largest percentage of the annual budget is allocated to salaries and benefit packages. In order to operate efficiently, business must make optimal use of human capabilities. In terms of cost effectiveness, a satisfied employee is a more productive employee.

Since the attainment of an organizations' goals is dependent upon the work performance of its employees, organizations see the necessity for developing their most important resource—their employees. If the organization helps the individual achieve psychological success (Hall, 1977) the individual will be more committed to the organization. It is a cyclical process. To quote Frank Cary, Chairman of IBM "It is good business . . . the more satisfied your employees are, the better they'll perform" (Newsweek).
Purpose of the Study

One's occupation is a major factor in shaping his self-concept as well as setting one's living level and life style (Knox, 1977). Career choice is dependent upon many factors, such as personality characteristics, need for income, need for challenge, competence and abilities. There are also the needs to validate one's self-esteem and for social interaction. Career choice reflects personal preferences as well as available opportunities. In expressing a vocational preference, one puts into occupational terminology the type of person he is, for in entering an occupation, he seeks to implement a concept of himself (Super, 1963).

The success of one's choice and adjustment to the job chosen is reflected in job satisfaction and productivity. Job satisfaction is dependent upon the fit between job characteristics and individual interests, in addition to abilities and reasons for working (Quinn, Staines & McCullough, 1974). Personal factors and environmental factors influence the career pattern of adults.

Every job entails a unique set of demands, constraints, and critical tasks. The way a job is defined can influence the way it is performed; each occupation has its own incentives, rewards and public image. A realistic understanding of career development can enable people to understand the factors they can influence, the factors they cannot change and to undertake self-directed and educative activities to guide and enhance their careers.

The age of a worker and his career stage influence his response to the job and the organization. Employees have different career development needs at different stages of their working lives (Hall, 1976). In middle age
work satisfaction is associated with life style. One of the reasons for mid-career "crises" has been given as the discrepancy between aspiration and achievement. Younger workers stress interesting jobs, income and potential fame, older workers emphasize freedom from supervision and job security (Knox, 1977).

Since 1967, nearly 50 percent of the businessmen surveyed have changed, or have considered changing, their occupational field—their line of work. Today, more than a third of all survey respondents envision another career for themselves from which many believe they might derive greater personal satisfaction and reward. Seventy percent of those respondents who say they are less than minimally satisfied with their present career expect to be searching for a way to make a career change in the foreseeable future (Tarnowieski, 1973).

Employees' needs change with time and organizations must be responsive to these changing needs. Traditionally, career development revolved around management development and was based upon manpower planning requirements. Development occurred through formalized training courses for executives. Corporate education has been an instrument for assessing the availability of a competent work force. Today there is a belief that work should provide a sense of individual growth, achievement, self-esteem and a sense of adequacy. The most significant factor contributing to personal career development is the work environment itself. Recognition is being given to the individual employee's need to grow and to develop a plan for his or her life—to clarify values and future goals.

Organizations, employees, psychologists, and sociologists are all interested in career planning, personal development and self-actualization of individuals. Although books, articles and research papers have been written on the subject, it has been difficult to determine what exactly is being done and by whom.
The purpose of this study was to see what specific programs have been developed for employee career planning and development. It was hoped that this paper would help organizations interested in establishing career development programs learn what other organizations are doing, what types of programs are in effect and how they are managed.

Definitions

Career is a succession of occupations in which a person engages during a lifetime.

Career development is a lifelong process of developing work values, crystallizing a vocational identity, learning about opportunities and trying out plans (Tolbert, 1975).

Counseling is a systematic exploration of the self and/or environment to increase awareness of oneself and environmental realities so that decisions can be made on the basis of greater cognitive and affective understanding.

Guidance is a learning process by which an individual learns about himself and his world (Shertzer and Stone, 1971). It includes the help an individual needs and/or receives to determine what he wants to do, where he wants to go, and how he will get there.

Human resources development is seen as encompassing both organizational needs for manpower planning, and individual needs for learning, growth, satisfaction, and self-actualization.

Manpower planning is a process by which the need and availability of human resources within an organization are determined and personnel plans are made to fulfill future needs.
Vocational counseling is the process of helping an individual to understand the variety of influences in his life which have led him to his present work and study role. It should help him to re-evaluate his work role in light of his more mature, realistic appreciation of his potentialities against the opportunities now available to him in a demanding, complex society; and to derive maximum personal satisfaction from his efforts (Super, 1957).

Limitations

The study is limited by the size of the sample, by the time available to gather the information and by the construction of the questionnaire. It was not intended to be a statistical compilation of programs offered, nor does it break programs down according to numbers of employees, or by industry. It was intended to describe programs in effect to assist other corporations in establishing their own programs.

Time was the greatest limitation. The study was done in a four week period, therefore size of the sample, the formulation of the questionnaire and even the review of the literature, was restricted by the time available to assemble the information.

Another limitation was the construction of the questionnaire. The first question was "Does your company have a formal career development program?" The wording and the fact that Career Development was not defined, limited the responses. Several companies answered "No" to the question although the comments under remarks indicated programs for career counseling and employee development. In some cases, the response to the question was "No" but the literature indicated that there are career development programs
in operation. Again, perhaps the discrepancy was caused by the lack of agreement as to terminology and the terms used should have been defined.

The study does not include job training and development or specific education in industry. Seymour Lusterman at the Conference Board did a comprehensive study of Education in Industry which encompassed these topics. This study is geared to programs aimed at career development, and human resource development in terms of individual needs. The subject is examined in terms of the individual employee and his career goals and job satisfaction, rather than, manpower planning, education for education's sake or training for the current job.

Due to the variance of responses and the various methods used to collect the data, statistical data has not been tabulated. As mentioned before, this study was not intended to be analytical but rather a description of programs offered.
CHAPTER II
Survey of Literature

Review of the Literature

The purpose for the review was to gain insight into the current theories of adult development, and job and life satisfaction. It was also intended to explore the relationship between human resource development and career planning and to see what programs are offered by specific organizations.


Time Limits of Survey

Most of the material chosen for review was written from 1972 to the present. This time interval was selected since the greatest interest in career growth and development in industry has evolved during this period.

Most Helpful Studies or Reports

1. Some Theoretical Perspectives on Career Development by Thomas A. Gutteridge.

   This paper was given at the Symposium on Organizational Career Development at the Thirty-Sixth Annual Academy of Management Meeting in 1976. Dr. Gutteridge raises some very interesting points such as the definition of
terms used in career development. He investigates the relationship between career development and manpower planning and analyzes the major elements of effective career development programs.

He defines career development in an institutional setting as a "systematic approach for guiding the entry and movement of human resources through the various layers of an organization." He sees career development as a joint relationship between individuals, their work environment and their job assignments. Career development is divided into two separate but definitely related activities--(1) Career planning which is defined as "the personal (individual) process of planning the routes along which one's career will follow including such decisions as occupational and organizational choice, selection of job assignment and work activities to be performed and programs for self-development"; (2) Career management which is "a process whereby employers endeavor to match individual interests and capabilities with organizational opportunities through a planned program . . . ."

What is most helpful about this paper is the stressed importance of the relationship between Manpower Planning and Career Development. In many organizations, they are treated as separate functions. Dr. Gutteridge goes on to present his ideas as to the components of an effective career development system, an important component being the commitment of senior management to support such a system. To be effective management at all levels must be involved.

Dr. Gutteridge concludes that what is "good for the individual is also good for the organization."
2. *Careers in Organizations* by Douglas T. Hall

This book examines career development and how it is affected by the organization for which one works. Mr. Hall explores the stages people go through as their careers develop, the factors that make for success and how organizations can help employees' careers develop effectively. Since an individual's feelings about his job are related to his self-esteem and feelings of satisfaction, the type of organization and its management philosophy have a direct bearing on employee satisfaction.

Career effectiveness is analyzed in relation to four criteria: identity, attitude, adaptability, and performance. Psychological success which is defined as a person's feelings of success rather than external measures of success, leads to increased self-esteem. The attainment of psychological success usually requires the following conditions:

1. a challenging goal the individual sets for himself
2. the determination of the means of attaining the goal to be set by the individual
3. the importance of the goal to the individual's self-concept (the value he places on the goal)
4. the attainment of the goal.

The achievement of psychological success requires challenging goals, effort, performance, self-esteem, satisfaction, and involvement. Organizations, through job development, organizational structure and personnel policies, can help employees achieve psychological success.

Job development within an organization could entail such activities as periodic job rotation to avoid narrow specialization and to provide stimulation to the employee. There would be frequent feedback on
performance with rewards for good performance. Managers would receive training in career development and receive rewards for developing their personnel.

Mr. Hall sees career planning services in organizations coordinated by special counselors, trained in testing and career planning, working within the organization. If necessary, however, outplacement services would be provided. He sees life-long job rotation and the legitimization of downward transfers and fall-back positions as well as assessment and feedback to employees as strengthening the organization.

3. *Adult Development and Learning* by Alan Knox

This book was helpful in terms of understanding adult development. An understanding of adults and their development is vital for career counselors in industry. Maturity at one stage of life may not be considered maturity at another.

Mr. Knox discusses age, sex and class differences in discussing adult development in the family, the work environment and the community.

Through an understanding of the typical patterns of adult development, physical, mental and emotional, along with the societal facilitators and barriers one is likely to confront, many people can deal more effectively with their problems and opportunities.

Counselors can help adults gain a broader prospective about the changes that occur. In his chapter on Education, Work and Community Performance, he discusses the importance of one's occupation in establishing one's self-concept and one's level of living and prestige. Career development occurs throughout one's working life and can result in multiple careers. Understanding the maturing processes, and the performance skills
of younger and older employees as well as the effects of change, counselors can assist adults with their career development. This book should be read by personnel administrators so they can understand the major forces affecting adult lives and help employees gain a sense of personal direction.

4. **Programs for Adults** by Nancy Schlossberg

In this article, Nancy Schlossberg discusses the special need of adults who are unsure of what they want out of life and how and where to get help. Middle-age is a period of reassessment and many adults feel inadequate and alone in their feelings. Adults, who are outside the traditional educational system need help in defining their needs, wants, and feelings. According to the 1970 census figures, 44% of the United States population is between the ages of 25 and 65. The author states that we can say that one half of the population who may need and want educational and vocational counseling cannot easily obtain it.

Schlossberg recommends community-based guidance as a solution to the problem. A community-based guidance system would be independent of educational institutions and could be of real service to its clients. The interest exists and legislation has been enacted by the Office of Education for funding of Educational Opportunity Centers. Now a systematic plan on a national scale is needed.

5. **The Worker and the Job - Coping with Change** - Edited by Jerome Rosow

In this book, several authors present their views on the current state of work and help explain the background for the current thrust towards career development and job enrichment. It is seen that work is at the core of life but that workers expectations are changing. They want more from a job than salary or security. Younger workers want more satisfaction, dignity and status.
New cultural trends are changing work values and the work ethic. The attitude is away from postponement of self-gratification and towards the psychology of entitlement. Workers are more vocal and are demanding more satisfaction.

The economic aspects of workers dissatisfaction such as increased absenteeism, less productivity and decline of product quality as well as future implications are discussed.

Daniel Yankelovich wrote a chapter in which he discusses the changing meaning of success. It is similar to Hall's psychological success and revolves around self-fulfillment, potential and respect. The importance of intrinsic factors rather than extrinsic factors in job satisfaction is discussed and the conclusion is reached that management must see ways to enrich jobs and make them more interesting and important. It is seen that people in challenging, complex jobs that permit self-direction show high self-esteem, less authoritarianism, more flexibility and willingness to accept change. The reverse is true for workers in boring jobs. Jobs can alter personalities and the psychic costs can be great.

6. "How to Improve the Performance and Productivity of the Knowledge Worker" by Donald B. Miller

In this article the author starts with the premise that "improvement in engineering productivity and improvement in the quality of working life for engineers are positively correlated." The study is based upon the author's work at IBM in San Jose, California.

The author presents four steps to improve the quality of working life: (1) raise the value and priority of continued learning, growth and personal vitality in the work environment, (2) provide a better growth environment.
(probably involving redesign of organizations, change in management style, redefinition of tasks and changes in measurement and reward systems), (3) define professional productivity, (4) encourage engineers to increase their self understanding so that each individual can maximize both his contribution to the organizational goals and the satisfactions he derives from his job.

Mr. Miller describes the need for vitality in organizations and individuals which he defines as "the desire and the ability to perform effectively and vigorously in life and at work and to derive personal growth and satisfactions . . . ."

Professional productivity is difficult to measure. IBM has made a start and believes that at the core of the answer is a work environment where each individual can regularly match and rematch personal and organizational goals and have the challenge, freedom and support for personal growth.

The value and priority of continued learning and personal vitality has been raised. As a better growth environment is provided, people seem to take more control over decisions. Programs for improving management and employee discussions on career development have been initiated. This program was designed for engineers to prevent the decline of productivity resulting from change in technology but the ideas could work for many groups of professional workers.
CHAPTER III

Procedures

Methods of Data Collection

The study was based upon information derived from three sources

(1) Interviews
(2) The literature
(3) Questionnaires.

When the study was initiated the idea was to gather the data through personal interviews with Human Resource Managers in selected corporations. When the constraints of time and money became apparent, a questionnaire was devised and sent to 27 corporations selected mostly at random from the 1977 Directory of the American Society for Personnel Administration, Who's Who in ASPA.

The organizations that were selectively chosen for inclusion in this study were selected on the basis of their popular reputation in the area of human resource development including career planning and counseling. Companies which were reputed to be in the forefront in career development practices were either interviewed or sent questionnaires.

Additional information was obtained through the literature.

Treatment of the Data

After each interview, the information obtained was summarized and a brief report was written.
The questionnaires that were returned were reviewed and the information given was summarized. Some respondents included printed material about their company's programs. This information was included in the reports.

The reports on the data collected are presented in the findings.
CHAPTER IV
Presentation and Analysis of Findings

The Findings

This report attempted to describe some of the programs currently used by industry, banks and insurance companies in promoting human resource development. Programs are described, but not rated. A company interested in developing human resource programs must do a needs analysis taking into consideration the socioeconomic and educational levels of employees, the needs and requirements of employees and management for various programs, and of course, the budget.

Programs were found to vary from those geared to managerial levels and career development of outstanding managers, to those which offer programs for rank and file to work themselves into management. Programs varied from entry-level training for long term career-planning to preretirement workshops, geared to helping the long term employee adjust to retirement.

It was found that many of the corporations placed responsibility for career development of employees upon the manager. It was considered the supervisor's responsibility to provide the job experience, the challenge and the counseling necessary for an employee's career growth. It was believed, in these companies, that career development worked from the top down and that if managers were aware of their needs and had their career goals defined, they could help their subordinates. Training given to managers for this important responsibility varied greatly.

The term "counseling" was seen as including a wide gamut of assistance to employees and even companies that did not have a formal career development program indicated that counseling was available in an informal and unadvertised way.
It was apparent in the findings that "formal career development programs" were a fairly recent innovation in that those companies answering "Yes" to Question 1 on the questionnaire said the programs were in existence for three years or less. Interesting to note that one of the respondents who answered "No" to the question did state "Although we do not have a formal Career Development Planning program, the concept of career development is incorporated in many of our Company programs." Development encompasses all aspects of skills, attitudes, interests and abilities. Several other respondents who answered "No" indicated that they were in the process of developing a formal, organized career development program. Several companies were found to have a skills inventory system, job posting or both. However, these were not related to a career development program.

Summaries of the information derived follows according to an alphabetical listing of the corporations.

The appendices contain some information regarding special programs at some organizations that might be of interest to the reader.
Human Resource Development at AT&T encompasses many types of programs geared to both human resource development and organizational development. The programs to be discussed evolve from the Corporate Headquarters in Basking Ridge, New Jersey. Subsidiary corporations have their own individual programs.

At AT&T, as in many corporations interviewed, there is no one centralized area for counseling. There are many people who offer counseling of various types but again no central source for referral. The people interviewed agreed on the need for a centralized system with professionally trained counselors and said they are working towards that goal.


The Educational Counselors see the employee to approve tuition aid and professional development requests. It is the educational counselors who work with the employee to determine educational needs and goals. Although educational counselors do not have professional degrees in counseling, they have received training in counseling techniques and theories. The Educational Counselors are also the people who see the whole person, their needs and aspirations and can make appropriate referrals as necessary. This aspect of the Educational Counselor's work is not expounded but does exist.

An employee who is dissatisfied with his or her job or has job related problems can go to Up Grade and Transfer, a division of Personnel concerned with job changes or promotions. This group will
help an employee find another job but does not do counseling.

The Training and Development Department gives in-house courses for management and non-management employees. Courses range from Time Management to Effective Oral Presentations. There are secretarial seminars and seminars on technical subjects. These courses are run by in-house instructors and external consultants and have behavioral objectives. There are also programs leading to graduate degrees such as the Executive Master of Science degree and the part-time MBA program at Columbia University.

Organizational Development Consultants work with individual managers and groups. They investigate problems and work towards more effective interaction. They do developmental training and awareness and consciousness raising workshops. Personal growth and awareness training falls into the domain of this group.

The Medical Department has a professional psychologist on staff who works with employees with psychological, social or medical problems.

All departments have Affirmative Action Managers who help employees who register complaints. They intervene with management and act as employees advocates. They "counsel" but are not counselors.

The people who administer the benefits program advise people who are about to retire about benefits due them at retirement. There is also a social group of retired AT&T employees. However, there are no formal pre-retirement workshops to ease the adjustment to retirement.

The AT&T Assessment Center helps to select people to move up to management levels. Various testing measures are used to assess employees
with management potential. The employees so selected receive special management training and development.

The Corporate Library houses reference material such as college catalogues, information on the Bell system, the personnel manual and information on nontraditional education and independent study.

Audio visual tapes are used as part of the employee orientation program. Guest speakers discuss different divisions and departments within the organization. The orientation program also explains benefits, educational assistance, recreational events, vacations and other matters of interest.

AT&T also uses forms called Answer-Backs on which employees can raise questions. The Answer-Backs are kept confidential and questions are always answered. If a problem arises, it is answered confidentially and the employee has an opportunity to respond to the answer if it is not satisfactory.

AT&T is planning to develop a new model of career pathing and guidance. The many employee services could be more effective if there were professional "counselors" who could help the "whole" person with the wide gamut of his or her concerns.
Citibank

Citibank with approximately 45,000 employees has a strong, centralized Personnel Relations Department under the direction of a Senior Vice President. There are also Personnel Departments for each of the divisions of Citibank which report to the Central Personnel Relations Vice President.

Citibank has a Career Development Program for professional employees called the Official Placement and Transfer Service. The function of OPT is to match people who want new jobs with job openings within the organization. OPT serves as a mechanism for intergroup transfers.

The service is open to professional employees who have received a satisfactory performance appraisal within the past year and who have not used the service within the past six months. Supervisory approval is necessary before an employee may use the service. The program is run by the Executive Planning and Development Department of Personnel Relations.

If requested, counseling services, by a professional counselor are available. The counseling process takes an average of 15 hours and sessions are one to two hours in duration. The counseling helps the employee in the following areas:

(1) Self-Assessment (skills identification)

(2) How to market oneself (job market information, interviewing skills, resume writing)

(3) How to search for a new job

Counseling is usually done individually, although small group sessions may be held depending upon the material to be covered and the similarities of the counselees' needs.
After the counseling is completed, the candidate contacts the OPT personnel representative who presents the candidate to the OPT Committee. The Committee members represent the several divisions of Citicorp. The candidate presents his resume to the Committee who forwards it to the managers who have openings for which the candidate might qualify.

A separate Career Development Program exists for nonofficial (nonprofessional) staff members who have college degrees and desire career growth. This program offers assistance in career planning and includes workshops in self-awareness and skills assessment. At the end of the program, the participants have an opportunity to interview for management trainee and professional positions.

Outplacement Counseling is another Career Counseling service offered by Citicorp. This service is available to professional employees whose employment has been terminated. Career Counseling is offered and assistance is given in finding new jobs outside the corporation. Each terminated employee receives about 25 hours of counseling and help in preparing himself to interview for a new job.

Staff Advisory Services is a part of Citicorp that provides all types of information to employees. Information giving and referral services are available to all employees for many types of problems, ranging from where to go for legal advice to how to get theater tickets. Educational information about available opportunities, local colleges, how to obtain basic skills, and where to apply for certain courses is part of this service.

There is a tape library which contains tapes on a wide variety of subjects ranging from financial management to tennis. Employees may view tapes on any subject at their convenience.
Nonprofessional staff may participate in KDPT, the Nonprofessional Opportunity and Transfer System. Through this system, nonprofessional employees can change jobs or divisions. Counseling is not yet available for nonprofessionals but programs for this group are being considered.

Psychiatric counseling is available by a psychiatrist who is on a retainer by the bank. Referrals are made by the Medical Department.

Senior Manpower Planning Review is a program designed for the top 400 executives in Citicorp. Meetings are held semi-annually to discuss the performance and development needs of these individuals as well as current corporate manpower needs. Consideration is given to the need to broaden the experience or skills of particular individuals.
Eli Lilly Pharmaceutical Corporation

Eli Lilly has several career counseling programs with the goals of meaningful and effective growth for the individual.

(1) Systematic Career Development Program
Open to all pharmaceutical sales personnel. All sales persons receive a full battery of tests during a six month training period. The results are discussed individually with the employee and plans developed. After 11-13 months a developmental report is submitted by the individual and his supervisor and after 24 months the program is followed by a developmental assessment program.

(2) Elanco Personal Insight Into Career Strengths
This is a developmental assessment program which includes information about career opportunities within the corporation.

(3) Personnel Investment Program
This is a corporate program designed for the development and assessment of selected individuals. Its purpose is to provide systematic diversified experiences within the corporation for high potential persons.

(4) Individual Career or Educational Counseling
This is available to any employee who requests it according to his personal needs.
General Electric

General Electric is a large complex company with a number of career placement programs which vary widely. Throughout the corporation the objective has been not to work towards a single standardized approach to career planning, but rather to include career planning in many forms as part of everyday management practices.

The focus at General Electric is on "self-directed career planning." The individual is seen as actually initiating his learning and being responsible for it. The process of career planning at General Electric was conceptualized by Walter Storey and he developed Career Dimensions workbooks which have been used at GE and have been published for use by other organizations.

The workbooks help the individual face career and life questions, become aware of realistic choices and help him to act on choices and opportunities. The first workbook deals with Life Planning and the second deals with Career Planning. The process is voluntary and should take a minimum of 4-6 weeks. It must be done slowly to provide maximum self awareness to the employee.

Career Planning is introduced into several management education programs. GE is helping managers with their career development and helping them to provide career planning for their employees. The feeling is that it is important to handle the manager's career first, then he will not confuse his own interests with that of the employee. Managers who understand the process can do a better job with their employee's career planning.
GE has an annual manpower review process which includes discussion of performance, career interests, developmental needs and career direction projection. This is the only formal opportunity to discuss careers and is tied frequently more to performance appraisal than career development.

GE does not yet have a system whereby an employee can nominate himself for company-wide consideration. The corporation does not have a job posting system.
General Motors Corporation

General Motors started an organized Career Development Program within the past year. It is open to all employees, exempt and non-exempt, who choose to undertake it.

Internal and external programs are used to assess the skills, interests and abilities of the participants. Career development workshops are offered in such areas as career goal setting, personal interests and skills assessment.

The plan is implemented by the employee and his supervisor with administrative support offered by Personnel. The supervisors provide job information, while formal counseling is provided by local agencies or educational institutions as needed.

A Career Development Guide is available which contains information on the types of work available in the Company, and gives advice as to how to establish career goals. Experienced line managers are available to discuss the work and jobs represented in their areas as well as the skills and experiences needed to follow certain career paths.

A Careers In Management Program is available to help employees determine if they have an interest in supervisory positions, and to prepare self-development plans.

The GM Appraisal Process provides the means by which salaried employees may express their career goals. The Careers in Management Program helps them develop action plans and take actions to improve their skills, knowledge and performances.

GM does not have a Job Posting system for salaried employees but does have a Skills Inventory.
Heublein Inc.

Heublein has had an organized Career Development Planning Program for exempt employees for three years.

The participants' skills, abilities and interests are analyzed by the individual's immediate supervisor and by the Division Human Resources representative. Personal career programs are developed through conversations between the employee and his supervisor, with a review at the next supervisory level. Career plans are followed up periodically.

The Career Development Program is part of Heublein's management system and the Human Resource Division is responsible for its development and ensuring its use.

Group workshops are offered in such areas as communications, financial management and preretirement.

Heublein has a Development Review Process for career development discussions between the supervisor and the employee. A list of procedures was developed as a guide for these discussions and to assure that this process is kept separate from the performance appraisal system. The employee and the supervisor fill out a Development Review form. The two forms are discussed and merged into one at a meeting between the employee and his supervisor. The form indicates job responsibilities as viewed by the employee and the supervisor, and sets objectives to be met for the coming year. Development needs are indicated and action plans are formulated. Part of the Development Review consists of a
Development Action Section which is filled out and returned to the Human Resources Manager. In this section, employee aspirations, individual development needs and corporate manpower needs are realistically integrated.

Heublein also has a job posting system at some of their locations and a computerized skills inventory.
IBM

IBM is committed to the concept of employee development. They are interested in the total person and have many programs geared to employee growth, development and satisfaction. Programs vary according to divisional office or location but the commitment is organizational policy.

Employee Development Planning is seen as a shared responsibility of the employee and his manager. Managers are responsible to aid employee development through discussions, planning, follow up and feedback. The discussions occur at least once a year and are designed to help the employee understand his interests, relate his interests to IBM's goals and to develop a realistic development plan. An employee development planning guide is given to the employee to complete (although its use is optional) as an aid in ensuing discussions. Personal career programs are developed and development needs assessed on the basis of these discussions.

Career development programs are not separately organized but are integrated into all human resources activities. IBM does not have career development counselors. Managers are responsible for career development planning with their subordinates and if necessary they are assisted by personnel specialists. Managers receive training in how to work effectively for individual employee development.

Workshops and seminars are offered in such areas as personal development, career/life planning, career management, and decision-making skills. A self-assessment workbook may also be used by the employee.

Pre-retirement workshops are also held but they are under the auspices of the Medical Department. Tuition aid benefits are also available for retirees.
Some divisions of IBM have a skills inventory. They do not have a job posting system but there is a system whereby an employee may request transfer and each request is evaluated.
Inland Steel Company

It is the policy of Inland Steel to assist and encourage each employee to develop his or her potential for advancement within the organization and to provide training programs where applicable. Each division and department of the company has a formalized procedure for an annual review of the progress and development of each exempt employee, including succession planning. Each officer and department head has an annual meeting with a top management committee to report on what is being done to develop the manpower necessary for future needs. Since 90% of employees in middle-upper management started their career with Inland Steel, individual development is considered along with manpower planning.

Efforts have been made to search out high potential individuals in non-exempt positions. These individuals are evaluated and assessed and if qualified, trained and developed for higher level positions. Employees may also nominate themselves for evaluation for upgrading.
John Hancock Insurance Company

Career counseling at John Hancock helps employees to interpret their needs and interests as expressed in various inventories and to assist them in setting goals and undertaking steps to achieve their goals.

Staff Career Counselors as well as department managers do the counseling. At present the program is in its early stages and is available only to employees requesting it. The results of counseling are for the employees' use only and are not available to the company personnel department.

Workshops are offered for presupervisory development, management development, and a wide variety of skills training. There is a job-posting system and a skills inventory.
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory designed a pilot career planning project to assist employees in evaluating themselves and the realism of their career activities and plans.

The approach is personalized with the emphasis on self-assessment as the basic step in career planning. The Career Planning Program centers around a series of workshops as follows:

1. Personal Assessment (2 days)
   
   Values clarification, Transactional Analysis, and interest testing are among the subjects covered. The objective is to provide participants with tools to assess themselves in order to gain data to make career/life choices.

2. Defining Motivated Job Skills
   
   An inventory is used to help participants discover patterns of accomplishments that were fulfilling to them. Employees see if their current job allows them to use their motivated skills. The explorations of other jobs or life situations is encouraged.

3. Workshops in improving self-esteem, assertiveness-training and decision-making skills are also offered.

4. Individual Counseling
   
   In the individual counseling sessions participants are encouraged to define a specific goal and investigate it in terms of qualifications, training and commitment necessary to achieve the goal and the actual labor market demands for the specific job goal.

5. Follow-up sessions (1/2 day)
   
   These are held to share plans and receive feedback from the group.
(6) Evaluation

Preliminary evaluation of the program was most positive. Nearly 1/2 of the participants (total 124) felt they had resolved or identified their concerns. Some found their present job was satisfying. Others found that their problems were not job related.
3M Corporation

The 3M Corporation considers people as their most precious asset and believes that anything the company can do to make people more effective is in the interest of the employee and the company. Corporate policy is directed towards making jobs more satisfying and helping employees achieve their goals and objectives while contributing to corporate objectives. How the corporation can be more effective through and with people is considered and evaluated.

The philosophy at 3M is that training should be directly related to job results and that people should be helped to develop for future jobs. Therefore, training is realistic and results oriented. Employees are involved in decision making, and setting performance goals with the positive reinforcement of accomplishments. This approach has been shown to be profitable, in that for every dollar invested in this type of training, proven cost savings have more than doubled.

Management training is geared to getting people involved through organizational development programs and behavior modification. 3M tries to create jobs that challenge people, it tries to get people involved in decision making to fight boredom and apathy. The goal is to create jobs to stimulate people. It is recognized that challenging jobs with managers who are sympathetic and supportive but demanding in their expectations are important factors in job satisfaction.

Training programs are process oriented rather than classroom oriented. It is recognized that the most significant factor contributing to the development of people is the environment in which they work.
Career Development at 3M is seen as preparation for the acquisition of competence in a variety of skills. Career planning should stress human development, preparation of people for opportunities rather than a specific job. This is seen as a more realistic approach. The heart of job satisfaction according to Mr. L. W. Lehr, President of U.S. Operations for 3M, is participation and involvement, a share in decision making, more responsibility, authority and accountability. The heart of job satisfaction is the challenging job in which a person has a significant, decisive role in designing work which contributes to corporate objectives.

3M also has a Management Assessment program to identify career goals, developmental needs, and placement opportunities. Every "exempt" employee is to participate in the program during his third year of employment. For two days participants undergo tests, interviews, and exercises and are evaluated by professional psychologists and the personnel staff.

Each participant is interviewed personally for a feedback session. Specific suggestions for further development are made. Assessment information is used by management for development, guidance, or placement. The purpose of the program is to assist individuals in doing their own career planning and to offer a better fit between an employee's aptitudes and interests and the available career opportunities.
Merck Pharmaceuticals

Merck Pharmaceutical has a career counseling program that is open to all employees. Part of this program outlines various requirements for different jobs within the corporation. Merck also has a career pathing system which indicates the general kinds of training, experience, or education necessary for different career paths.
Naval Weapons Center

The Naval Weapons Center is a large research and development laboratory with approximately 5,200 employees located in China Lake, California. They have an extensive career development program which grew out of a program of career counseling for newly hired scientists and engineers. Other employees requested career counseling and it became apparent that a great need existed.

Currently many types of programs are offered by the Naval Weapons Center.

(1) Career Expansion Workshops

These workshops are offered to homogeneous groups (clerical employees, blue collar employees and professional employees). Specialized career planning workshops are conducted for organizational units upon special request.

The workshops place great emphasis on motivation and making people aware of their motives. A battery of tests is administered and the workshop provides feedback on the tests, behavioral exercises and training in goal setting and planning. There is a follow-up session to allow participants to share their accomplishments and to replan as necessary.

(2) Leadership Assessment/Development Program

The purpose of these workshops is to obtain objective data on level of skills. The workshops are held off-site and use assessment center and career development techniques. They are geared to new and prospective first level supervisors. Mid-level managers are used as assessors.
(3) Career Expansion Leadership Assessment Workshop

This is an on-site offering to professional employees who are considering management as a career. It uses assessment feedback from peers and trainers who conduct the workshop.

(4) Upward Mobility Assessment/Development Program

This program is offered to provide career development opportunities to applicants for upward mobility positions.

(5) One-to-one career counseling is provided if necessary for a particular individual.

The program has helped employees initiate moves into jobs that are more appropriate for them. People who have been through the program help others continue to work through their career plans after the termination of the workshop.

Future programs are being planned which include career planning for New Professionals; Motivation Training for managers (to train managers how to do career counseling with their subordinates); Leadership Assessment for blue collar professionals (to help increase effectiveness of managerial skills for blue collar managers).
The Norton Company

The Norton Company in Worcester, Massachusetts has a program of peer counseling. In-plant counselors work with employees and act as a liaison with the personnel staff.

The peer counselor is appointed for a one year term and given special training. After the end of the one year period, the peer-counselor returns to his regular job, however, he now can serve as a good will envoy between the staff and the personnel department.

The system works well since the workers trust a co-worker who can empathize with him. The counselor understands the workers desires and the business' needs. There is an upward flow of information to foremen and managers about problems. The program also serves the peer counselors as a training ground for future supervisory jobs.
Nystrom Corporation

Counseling at Nystrom is conducted informally. Although not a structured system, individuals are encouraged to come in to talk over their concerns.

A career development fact sheet is included as part of a written performance evaluation. The supervisor goes over the sheet with the employee to discuss his career plans.

Supervisory training sessions are held to train supervisors in counseling for career development from the standpoint of the individual, the organization, and affirmative action.

Nystrom has a job posting system and a non-computerized skills inventory.
Ortho Diagnostics Inc.

Ortho Diagnostics Inc. has approximately 1,500 employees at 3 sites. Career Development programs are open to all employees who request them.

Self-awareness workshops are led by an outside consultant. The goal is to help the employees gain insight into themselves and participation is based upon a self-initiated request.

Internal personnel work with employees to continue the process in helping employees determine their particular areas of interest. A Life Planning Workbook is also used.

Managers do individual counseling and receive training in counseling, skills, performance evaluation, and how to deal with problem employees.

An annual organizational Manpower Planning Conference is held to determine replacement needs for the next five year period. Developmental needs of key replacement people are examined. The Manpower Planning process is tied in with the Career Development process for these key people.

Ortho Diagnostic is planning preretirement workshops which will start next year. They will be run internally and will cover such subjects as compensation and benefits as well as other topics of interest to retirees.
Proctor and Gamble Corporation

Proctor and Gamble selects exempt entry level people based upon criteria which describe behavioral characteristics of those who have achieved success in the company. Therefore, it is assumed that each new person has the potential to move to high level positions. Training and career development is then geared to help the employees rise through the corporate ranks.

Responsibility for training and development is placed upon operating managers. The professional training staff serves as resource people to teach managers how to train, and they act as consultants to managers with special problems.

Career development evolves about the careful selection of a sequence of job assignments which expand the skills, knowledge and abilities of the employees and many transfers are made to provide this type of experience.
Sharon Steel Corporation

Sharon Steel Corporation has had a career development program, called Career Advisory Program in effect since January 1977. The program is open to any and all employees who are interested.

The purpose of the program is to optimize career development and opportunities for employees. Career planning and development is seen as the responsibility of the employee with the company acting as a facilitator. It is the employee's responsibility to assess his career ambitions and to prepare himself for career mobility within the corporate job structure. The company has to

(1) Forecast manpower requirements
(2) Define and classify job opportunities
(3) Develop training and development activities
(4) Design and implement procedures for administration of the program
(5) Implement a career counselor and career advisor program for employees.

Employees interested in career counseling may discuss areas of interest with a company career advisor on a regular and ongoing basis--the advisor helps the employee to identify career interests, review opportunities within the company and clarify capabilities. Follow-up sessions may be scheduled with resource people to help explore specific areas of career interest. Feedback and referrals to the Division Personnel Representative may be made at the employee's request. Training and retraining for self development may be undertaken. Plans are to follow-up on career plans to see if goals are attained.

The goal of the Career Advisory Program is to "encourage and facilitate employee development, not to guarantee it."
Counseling is done by lay counselors under the supervision of the Personnel Department. Counselors have been given some training in interviewing skills and are seen as serving as sources of information for individuals. The counselors' responsibility is jointly shared by all supervisors and managers.

The program at Sharon Steel is tied in with Manpower Planning. The employees skills and abilities are analyzed through self-appraisal, company performance appraisal, and the company manpower planning analysis.

Sharon Steel has an automated skills inventory but does not have a job posting system.
Smith-Kline Corporation

Smith-Kline offers an in-house Career/Life Planning workshop. It is a one-day program open to all employees.

There is also a Secretarial Development Program that offers modules on Career/Life Planning and "Opportunities for Women in the Organization."

Plans are being made for an in-house job fair so that interested employees may explore various jobs within the corporation. People holding these jobs would provide specific information as to job functions, training and requirements.
Southern Railway System

Career Planning is tied in with organizational and manpower planning in that it is part of replacement planning. A small number (less than 10%) of those people included in the replacement plan are selected for a career planning process. The career planning process involves identification of developmental needs, a conference between employee, department head and staff psychologist and the formulation of a plan for accelerated development.

The Performance Appraisal System requires a plan for performance improvement over the next year. The plan focuses attention on outstanding performances and requests "A Forecast of Advancement Potential" for those employees.

Job openings are filled from within wherever possible. An internal search is made for qualified candidates and the hiring manager is provided a list of qualified candidates.

Employees are usually recommended by their supervisor for a specific promotional opening--but an employee may nominate himself or may be nominated by other officers. Before an individual is approved for promotion or transfer, an evaluation report is prepared on the basis of tests and an interview. This provides information about an individual's capacities which is compared to the job requirements.
Travelers Insurance Company

Travelers Insurance Company has had an organized Career Development Planning program in effect for 13 years. It is open to exempt employees who are selected by their department as outstanding candidates for potential career growth.

The skills of the participants are analyzed by self evaluation, psychological tests and feedback from peers, supervisors, subordinates and family.

Career planning conferences are held for eight day sessions. The conferences focus on self awareness, career strategies and development of individual action plans. A follow up on the attainment of goals is made six months after the workshop.

Counseling is done by outside faculty members who run the workshops. Although counseling is mainly career oriented, it does not exclude other issues the employee wishes to raise.

Travelers has a job posting system but does not have a skills inventory.
Union Carbide Corporation

Union Carbide has several divisions. The information that follows refers to career development programs offered by the Chemicals and Plastics Division.

(1) College Information Day

This program is geared to nonexempt personnel. Its purpose is to provide academic information and counseling for the older employee and for employees who have not graduated from high school. Representatives are available from colleges within the New York area, panel discussions are held and questions answered. Follow-up academic counseling is provided.

(2) Career Review Process

This process is used for exempt personnel and for new employees. Several career review options are available. The accountable manager and the employee to be reviewed decide which of the following review options would be appropriate. They are as follows:

(a) Manager reviews the employee with his boss only
(b) Manager reviews the employee with his boss and other selected managers on a one-to-one basis
(c) Manager reviews the employee with a mini panel (3-4 members)
(d) Manager reviews the employee with a standard panel (6-7 members)

If a panel is convened the manager chairing the Review Board prepares a covering letter to the Board summarizing the employee's background,
critical points for discussion and particular questions. The employee is not present at the Review Board's meeting but there is feedback to the employee with notes or action plans and a date for a follow-up interview to check progress. The employee confirms in writing to the manager that feedback and action plans are accepted. The Review Board may include representatives of areas in which the employee is interested in working. This is not a performance appraisal system but is designed for career development.

(3) Career Planning Workshops

These workshops are held for nonexempt employees to assist them in identifying their skills, interests and values and to provide opportunities to match skills, interests and values with realistic job opportunities. Employees are directed to resources to develop skills needed for a job to which he or she may aspire.

The workshop is for support personnel and is compulsory for those selected. Individual counseling may follow the workshop if current job development is desired.

(4) Supervisors' Workshops

These workshops are geared to improve supervisors' interpersonal skills such as the ability to listen, question and develop trust. They are helped through coaching and counseling to be able to provide a supportive listening environment for their employees.

(5) Skills Inventory

This is used for manpower planning to determine training needs. The inventory is completed by employees and managers but is not really used as a data base for career development.
(6) Individual Counseling

It is available upon the request of an employee, or supervisor as a follow-up to other programs. It is not a formal individualized counseling program.

(7) Career Pathing Plans

This program is in the process of development. Career ladders will be drawn up indicating the skills and behaviors needed for a specific job. The purpose is not to raise expectations but to provide a realistic appraisal of job opportunities within the company. An employee may move to another job but not necessarily up the ladder. Realistically, an employee should be prepared to move sideways or even down if the new job would lead to increased satisfaction.

(8) Union Carbide - West Virginia Plant

This facility of Union Carbide offers counseling services to employees and their families. The staff counselors do intake interviews on problems (alcohol, drug, medical) and refer employees outside for actual counseling.
Westinghouse Electric

Westinghouse does not have a systematized career counseling program. Counseling is available but it is not overt.

A professional employee who wants to change jobs goes to the personnel department and expresses his reference for another job. Personnel "counsels" the employee on the types of jobs open and the necessary skills required. However, the individual must take the initiative and make a commitment to the route to take.

The Corporate Training Department offers learning workshops that are job or career related. Tuition refund is available for college courses related to the current or a future job.

Management awareness training is offered in workshops such as Transactional Analysis, Models for Management and Organizational Development. It is believed that managers should see themselves and understand their own goals so that they can help develop the employees who work for them.
Xerox

Career development at Xerox is a four stage process.

(1) Self Awareness Workshops

Walter Storey's Career Action Planning workbooks were used as a first step but it was found that as an introduction to Career Development there was not enough motivation for employees to get into self analysis in such depth. Previous stages were needed. Workbooks are effective with the field sales force who are not at the central locations and cannot attend workshops and Xerox has developed their own workbook for use by the sales force.

The goal of the workshops is to develop self-awareness. Testing instruments (interest and personality) and group techniques are used. The workshops initiate individual counseling. They are advertised to employees so that anyone who is interested may attend.

(2) Information Gathering

The Career Information Center is the second phase of the career development process. Each division of Xerox has a Career Information Center (although the material in each may differ.) Start-up costs are low since centralized data is already established.

Video tapes made by managers give information to help employees know their own organization. The video tape library has 3 types of tapes.

(a) Process Tapes - employees and managers see their roles in career planning.

(b) Functional Organization - Key managers discuss organizational philosophy. These tapes are not career related.
(c) Special Interest Tapes

Panel discussions by females or minorities
Politics
Job Families

The Resource Library also contains Job Charts in which jobs are arranged by general job families rather than organizational job families. This helps the employee see his job in relation to the world of jobs, not just at Xerox.

Motivational cassettes, college brochures, training catalogues, and job postings are also in the Career Information Center. It was found that the motivational cassettes were not used too often.

It was indicated that employees are reluctant to declare career interests and therefore do not use the Information Center as often as they might. It would be better if the resource center was a section of the main library.

(3) Self Analysis is the third stage of the program. Counseling is provided by Employee Relations Managers.

The employee and the counselor determine if promotion is the person's only interest; they analyze values and goals as determined by the employee; and they see if the employee's goals are realistic. The Employee Relations Manager arranges exploratory interviews with other departments for the employee to see functions of jobs and if the employee is really interested in changing jobs. Supervisors are not included in this process.
(4) Action Planning is the fourth stage in the process. The Counselor and the employee work together to develop action plans.

Xerox also has a Learning Center, which has self-study programs in various areas. Credit is given for college courses - tapes of college courses are used and college credit is given. In-house graduate degrees are also offered as well as non-credit courses.

Methods used are basically the same for all divisions. However, one division found the workbook very effective while another said the workbooks were only effective after a workshop. Motivation seemed to be the key element.

The program works well, the employee becomes interested in the process of self awareness and life planning. Although at the start, career development is equated in the employee's mind with promotion planning, once the process starts, the employees become engrossed in the process.
CHAPTER V

Conclusions, Recommendations, Implications

Conclusions

Based upon the data obtained in this study it appeared that career development is a subject of great interest and discussion but that there are few organized and centralized career development programs in effect. Those that are in existence were begun recently. It was also seen that many companies are currently in the process of developing such programs.

It must be remembered that these conclusions are based upon a small group of companies selectively chosen. However, since several of the companies were chosen for their reputation as being in the forefront of career development, it would have been expected that they would have more centralized and better developed programs, more counselors, and less reliance on career counseling by managers. This was not found to be true.

It was concluded that although the concepts of human resource development, career planning, career development and counseling are accepted and praised, there is much to be done if the goals of the organization and the individual are to be meshed and obtained.

It was also concluded that skills banks and job postings should be tied in with career development, to help employees who post for jobs and do not get them, to find employees who might be interested in posting for certain jobs, and to develop skills needed by certain employees in terms of development for manpower requirements.
Recommendations

On the basis of the information obtained in this study and the conclusions reached, the following recommendations are made:

(1) Organizations interested in developing programs of career development must understand their own goals and objectives and the needs and interests of their employees. This can be accomplished by organizational attitude surveys to determine employees' feelings about the organization. Needless to say, these should be either anonymous or kept completely confidential.

(2) Organizations should link together their manpower planning with career planning, under a total plan for human resources. When organizational manpower needs are determined for a 5 or 10 year period, human resources to fill these needs should be developed.

   Job ladders and career pathing plans should be established, indicating both vertical and horizontal movement. Skills, abilities and knowledges necessary for each position should be indicated. Total job analyses of all jobs within the organization would be beneficial to both the organization and the employee for long term planning.

(3) It is recommended that the term Human Resources Development be used as the umbrella for all programs related to employee needs. It encompasses a broad spectrum of programs from employee medical care to manpower planning, to management training, and covers a broad gamut of human needs not only career development but personal development, pre-retirement counseling and informational needs.

   It sees training and development as only one small aspect of the total process. A total human resources development program would help individuals grow, guided by an understanding of their interests, abilities and goals, and contribute to the needs and goals of the organization at the same time.
The effects of this program would be to increase satisfaction of the employee by offering opportunities for personal growth and to increase the loyalty of the employee to his company.

(4) Institutional and individual responsibilities for career development can be seen in Thomas Gutteridge's Model as shown below.

EXHIBIT 1
A CAREER DEVELOPMENT MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Occupational Choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Organizational Choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Choice of Job Assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Self-development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Recruitment and Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Manpower Allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Appraisal and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Training and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Compensation and Benefits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that career development responsibilities are both individual and institutional. According to this model, career development encompasses Career Planning (the individual's responsibility) and career management (the employer's responsibility). These two facets of career development

---

1This model is partially based on research conducted by Dr. James Walker in the career development field. See James W. Walker, "Individual Career Planning: Managerial Help for Subordinates," Business Horizons, 16.1, February 1973, pp. 65-72. Reprinted by permission of Thomas Gutteridge. See references p. 66.
should be integrated into a total system for employee and organizational growth. A system such as Dr. Gutteridge recommends would enable organizations to see the congruence of employee and organizational goals. As employees develop themselves to their greatest potential they have more to offer the organization and can contribute more to corporate goals.

(5) Individual career planning should stress human development with training for development of potential and self understanding as the goals. People experience changes in needs, expectations, abilities and responses at different stages of their lives. The goal of human development is to help people become aware of their needs, and their values, and to teach them to understand normal change events. If people can learn the processes of self understanding, information gathering and decision making, they will have the skills necessary to cope and adjust to life and job changes as they occur. This is more beneficial than training for a specific situation. It is important to realize how the environment changes, and to understand the variety of influences on one's life. One can reevaluate the potentials and opportunities that present themselves and set new goals for oneself.

(6) A professional counselor should be employed on the human resource staff to direct programs centering on employee development, career planning and personal planning. The counselor would work closely with personnel and manpower planning specialists but the counselor would be responsible for the human element in human resource development. There are several reasons for this most important recommendation.
(a) A professional counselor is knowledgeable in psychological motivation. The counselor is also familiar with adult development and can recognize the needs and challenges that present themselves at different life stages. Each stage of development presents new tasks and opportunities. Vocational maturity and satisfaction is not static. A counselor aware of these stages can help employees to recognize them and adjust to normal change events.

(b) A counselor can differentiate, between the expectations and goals of various groups of employees and can help plan for the differing needs accordingly. Blue collar and white collar workers, for example, have different ways of seeking information, i.e., white collar workers can be referred to libraries and will use reference sources for information; blue collar workers rely more on information obtained by oral communication, family, friends and co-workers (Knox, 1977). Differentiation must be made in counseling the disadvantaged youth—in understanding their needs for more immediate goals and rewards. Counselors recognize individual differences and can empathize with the employee.

(c) Counselors can help workers to optimize their strengths within the limits of reality, to set priorities and goals and to gain insight into themselves and their organization.

(d) Counselors are trained to understand the human needs, while industrial relations people see the organizational needs. They each play an important role and should work together in a comprehensive human resources development program.
(e) The study seemed to indicate that at present, most career development is the manager's responsibility. Counselors could train managers in important aspects of human relations. Counselors could also train peers to help in peer counseling. The counselor would be available in those situations where employees can not or do not wish to go to their managers. The trust and confidentiality of a relationship with a counselor may not be available if a manager does the counseling.

(f) A counselor on staff would be available for consultation to those who needed him. Outside consultants come into an organization, present a workshop and leave. An on staff counselor would always be available for consultation and follow-up.

(g) The counselor would plan, organize, and run workshops, would be available for consultations and advisement and could help individuals where necessary.

(7) A Resource Library should be created to help employees to do their own information gathering in areas of particular interest to them. Information is the foundation upon which career development is based. Self information and occupational information is essential for effective decision-making.

A Human Resources Development Library should contain the following types of information.

(a) Descriptive information (about history, descriptions of the divisions of the company and the work performed in each, and descriptions of various activities within the organization.
(b) Job Descriptions Manual  
(c) List of career ladders and skills needed  
(d) Personnel Policies Manual  
(e) College catalogues  
(f) Adult education brochures from area school districts  
(g) Special program bulletins (YMCA, adult schools, etc.)  
(h) Catalogues of courses offered for training within the organization  
(i) Self-development books  
   1. Career development  
   2. Personal development  
   3. Job enrichment  
   4. Decision-making  
(j) Resource materials for personal help  
   1. Community agencies directory  
   2. Legal aid information  
   3. Financial aid information  
(k) Pre-retirement information  
(l) Books on skills improvement (topics could range from Management by Objectives to such skills as basic accounting).  

(8) A central information and referral network should be established. The employee would have a specific place or person to whom to go for information on any topic from career planning to legal referrals. Examples of this type of information service include Citicorp's Staff Advisory Services or Kennecott Copper's IMPACT.
Implications

There are several implications of coordinated human resources development programs.

In undertaking a commitment to human resource development, organizations must take care that employees' expectations for promotions and raises are not raised unrealistically. The human resources development program can help employees realistically assess themselves, and their organization, and mesh the goals of the two. However, it must not be seen as guaranteeing promotions or raises--this could lead to more dissatisfaction with rising expectations and the frustration of too few opportunities. Follow-up studies of career development workshops have shown that many employees realize they are satisfied where they are, only a few find they wish to leave the company. For those who wish to leave, the attitude is that it is better for them to find out and make other plans than to stay and be unhappy. The results indicate that the remaining employees are more satisfied and happier.

Another implication that must be understood is the responsibility of the managers for the development of their subordinates. Managers need training to understand their role in employee development. Employees need responsibility, some autonomy in determining how the work is to be done, and support and encouragement by their managers. This is true at all levels. Managers need extensive training, not just a one or two day workshop to understand their role. Perhaps, a factor to be considered in managers' performance appraisals is how well they perform their employee development role.
If managers are to have this responsibility for their employees, career development programs should start at the top and management self-awareness and career development should be planned first. This would help the manager with self-awareness and help to remove the threat of his people leaving his department (necessitating training of new people) and the threat of his employees surpassing him.

The dichotomy between industrial psychology and counseling psychology must be recognized and eliminated. Human Resource development programs require the merger of industrial psychology and counseling psychology for the benefit of the individual and the employer.

Individual needs and organizational needs can be compatible. An effective organization has been defined as one that maximizes task and people functions simultaneously.

The focus today is on the totality of human potential, the total life satisfaction of the individual over his life span. The purpose of human resources development is to assist employees to utilize their talents most effectively in and on the job and at the same time to help them derive a substantial measure of self-esteem out of the job.

The goal is to help people become all they are capable of becoming (Maslow, 1970). As employees grow in personal effectiveness so does the organization.
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APPENDIX A

OTHER PROGRAMS OF INTEREST
Other Programs of Interest

Following are brief descriptions of some programs that might interest the reader. Since they are not considered "Career, Development" they were not included in the findings.

Kennecott Copper Company

INSIGHT Program

This is a 24 hour—seven day a week telephone service, that is available to employees and their families. They may dial INSIGHT and receive information, counseling, or referrals on any type of personal problem. Information is confidential and callers may remain anonymous.

Problems of alcoholism, drug addiction, legal matters or job problems can be discussed with complete confidence. A follow-up system is maintained and evidence shows the high value of the program to the employees, the employer and the community.

Mountain Bell

Mountain Bell has internal counselors available to counsel employees with problems. Referrals are made to outside sources for extensive or in-depth counseling.

New York Telephone

New York Telephone has a counseling service that provides general information that employees might need. Information is provided on such subjects as child facilities, legal aid or medical referrals.
Career Planning for Recruitment

Atlantic Richfield Oil Company uses a Career Planning Workbook as a recruiting tool. A Career Planning Workbook is included as part of a brochure describing job opportunities at Atlantic Richfield. It is given to college seniors as part of a recruitment program.

The Workbook helps the student assess his accomplishments and skills to lead him towards career awareness. Exercises are completed to help the student assess his previous experiences and to formulate a Career Action Plan and set goals to implement the plan. The workbook ends with job charts and ladders and requirements for careers at Atlantic Richfield.
Flexitime

Flexitime is a system of flexible working hours, which originated in Germany for the purpose of alleviating the problem of rush hour traffic. Employees are given a choice of their working hours, provided a certain number of hours are worked each day.

Flexitime usually requires a "core" period in which everyone is required to work. The remaining working hours are at the employee's option. A study by Stanley Nollen and Virginia Martin indicated that when Flexitime was offered, 85% of employees changed their schedules with 65% of them starting earlier than usual.

Flexitime requires planning and trust to work effectively and is more applicable to office workers than to factory workers on shifts. It is currently used by 6% of the work force in Germany and in the United States it is used by Metropolitan Life, Bristol-Myers, Equitable Life, Mutual of New York, Hewlett Packard, Bell & Howell and Control Data among others.

Research seems to indicate that employees seem happier and more productive under Flexitime than before it was initiated.
Outplacement

Outplacement is an attempt to help a person who has been fired, keep his self-esteem and find another job. Outplacement counseling stimulates self-appraisal and explores new alternatives for growth.

Several companies are involved in outplacement counseling such as Citicorp (previously described) Exxon, Kennecott, General Electric, Mutual of New York and Alcan Corporation.

Outplacement services begin with firing the employee, and usually ends with the placement of the employee in a new job. Company facilities are provided to help the employee obtain a new job, including continuation of salary and secretarial help. An assessment program is undertaken which helps identify strengths and weaknesses, and counseling and career planning are offered. Career seeking skills, such as resume writing and interviewing are taught. The important factor in outplacement is to help a terminated employee rebuild confidence and self-esteem while working through his anger.

Some companies provide counseling to managers who have to do the actual firing. They are helped to overcome their feelings about firing the employee and informed as to timing of the event (never at the end of the day or before a weekend).

Outplacement serves both the employee's needs and the company's since the employee leaves feeling better about himself and the company. The good image of both is retained.
APPENDIX B

LIST OF CORPORATIONS RECEIVING THE QUESTIONNAIRE
List of Corporations Receiving the Questionnaire

Aetna Life and Casualty Company
American Can Company
Atlantic Richfield Oil Company
Babcock & Wilcox
CBS Inc.
Chemical New York Corporation
Doubleday & Company, Inc.
Eastman Kodak Corporation
Fidelity Bank
First Pennsylvania Bank
General Motors Corporation
Hallmark Cards Inc.
Heublein Inc.
IBM
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
Johnson & Johnson - Baby Products
Lone Star Industries Inc.
McGraw Hill Inc.
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
Montgomery Ward
Mountain Bell
Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
Proctor & Gamble Manufacturing Company
Prudential Property & Casualty Insurance Company
Sharon Steel Corporation
Travelers Insurance Company
Weyerhauser Corporation
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At present, career development is a subject of great interest in many corporations. I am conducting a survey of Career Development Programs in Business and Industry and am compiling information on the types of programs used by different organizations.

It would be very helpful if you or someone in your organization could take a few minutes of time to complete the enclosed questionnaire about the type of programs offered to your employees. A business-reply envelope is enclosed for your convenience in returning the questionnaire.

Thank you for your cooperation. Your assistance is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Barbara S. Cohen
Associate Examiner

BSC/bc
Enclosures
APPENDIX L

QUESTIONNAIRE
Company Name ___________________________ City _______________ State _______ Zip ___________

Type of business ____________________________________________________________

Name and Position of person completing form _______________________________________

Number of Employees: Exempt __________________________ Nonexempt __________

Does your company have a formal Career Development Planning Program? _Yes _No

If yes, please answer the following questions:

1. What areas are covered? _Exempt _Nonexempt

2. How long has program been in operation? _1 Year _2 Years _3 Years

3. How are participants selected? ____________________________________________

4. How are the skills, abilities and interests of the participants analyzed?

5. Do you have group career development workshops? _Yes _No
   If yes—in what areas? (i.e., self-awareness, pre-retirement)

6. Do you develop an individual personal career program for each participant
   in the program? _Yes _No   If yes, how is this developed?

7. Do you periodically follow-up on each employee's career plan to assess problems
   and progress? _Yes _No
   If yes, how?

   If no, why not?

8. Do you have a Job-Posting System? _Yes _No

9. Do you have a Skills Inventory? _Yes _No
10. Is this career development program a separate program or a part of Training or Personnel? Explain function.

11. Who implements the program?
   ___ Supervisor  ___ Career Counselor  ___ Department Managers
   ___ Others If others, who?

12. Who does the counseling?

13. Does the Counselor do any other types of counseling in addition to career counseling?

14. Who is the key person to contact regarding this program in your company?
   Name ___________________________ Title ___________________________

   Address (if not the same as on first page)

Remarks: ___________________________